International Seminar on “Theatre and the capacity of independent department” 5-7 March, 2017 – Tehran

Independent Theater’s presence is a new current event in Iran and for development, it needs to be up to date and find its determined and indistinctive, familiar and unfamiliar verges. This presence needs participation of governmental and independent activists to draw a lucid plan for its development. Holding an international seminar for “theatre and the capacity of independent department” is one of the ways that can regulate this current event.

❖ Conditions

Enthusiast for being in this seminar, based on determined circumstances and according to one of these languages: Persian or English, declare their interest to seminar secretariat, the deadline is December 21th, 2016.

1. A summery with 300-400 words which contains the general discussion with A) title B) key words C) main hypothesis D) main research question E) domain of research (application form)
2. Biography of researcher
3. A Photo with jpg format and 300 dpi resolution

Note: E-mail address of the secretariat to send the documents to is: dramatic.artcenter.iran@gmail.com

❖ Axis

1. Necessities, rules, possibilities and obstacles in independent theatre;
2. Samples and successful patterns in independent theatre;
3. Recognition of capacity of independent theatre (marketing, evolvement of theatres, advertisements, notices,);
4. Relation of governmental section and independent theatre;
5. Necessity and the role of guilds in encouraging and development of independent theatre (professional theatre institutes);
6. University’s rule in reinforcement of the activities in independent theatre.
Executive notes
1. Seminar will be held in 5th, 6th and 7th of March in the morning and evening;
2. Seminar’s language will be Persian and English;
3. According to 6 axis above, seminar will be held in 6 sections (morning and afternoon);
4. Approximately 6 researchers will present their summery and studies in the context of 6 axis;
5. Each researcher- according to seminar’s final schedule- have 15 minutes to present their summery and 5 minutes will be assigned to the chairman and audience questions;
6. Articles will be published in the seminar’s book in both Persian and English. It is necessary for researchers to send their typed articles to the secretariat of seminar until February 6th, after confirmation of their summery;
7. Adequate to each axis, a 90 minutes meeting will be held with the presence of three researchers (six meetings in total) and 15 minutes will be assigned to audience questions;
8. Researchers will get a fund to help their research and all the admitted article will be published in seminar’s book;
9. There will be a certificate of attendance for every researcher who their articles have been confirmed and will be presented;
10. The article should not been published in any seminar or medium;
11. Seminar’s secretariat will accept the costs of round airplane tickets, full (hotel and meals) accommodation for all the international researchers.

Scheduling
- Summery and biography deadline: December 21th, 2016
- Result announcement and chosen summary: December 30th, 2016
- Original article acceptance: February 6th, 2017
- Holding time: March 5th-7th, 2017

✓ The head of seminar: Mahdi Shafiee m.shafiee@theatre.ir
✓ Seminar’s director : Mehrdad Rayani-Makhsous m.rayani@theatre.ir
✓ Secretariat address: Vahdat Hall, ostad shahryar St,Hafez Ave.,Tehran,1133914934, Iran.
✓ T +98 21 66708861
✓ F +98 21 66725316
✓ E dramatic.artcenter.iran@gmail.com
✓ W www.theatre.ir
I, ........................................ with my article’s summary and biography (approximately 500 words) and a photo with jpg format and 300 dpi resolution, declare my interest for participating in the international seminar of “theatre and the capacity of independent department”.

Address: 

Name: Surname: Nationality:

Mobile no: Phone no: E-mail:

Date and signature:

| Name and surname of researcher: |
| Article title: |
| Main hypothesis: |
| Main question: |
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